Mutant sectors in stamen hairs of Clone 02 Tradescantia are designated as "multiple sectors" when two or more occupy the same hair, separated by nonmutant cells. Statistical analyses show that most multiple sectors do not arise as chance associations of independent events: when the frequency of stamens with two or more sectors is lowest, the probability that the sectors will be located in the same, rather than in different, hairs is highest. Ontogenetically, the ratio of sector pairs in different hairs to pairs in the same hair is highest in that period of response to acute irradiation prior to the appearance of entirehair sectors; thereafter, the ratio subsides, approaching that of spontaneous mutation and indicating that the initiating event takes place early in hair development. Most mononemic chromosome models will not account for the production of multiple mutant and non-mutant sectors, dispersed along a linear structure such as a stamen hair, following a single mutational event. Consideration is given to two models (one mononemic, and the other dinemic) which will readily provide the possibilities for either the immediate segregation of mutant and non-mutant cells, or for the perpetuation in daughter nuclei of a "heterozygous" chromosome capable of segregation at some later mitosis. The dinemic model is preferred because it affords operation of the mutation mechanism (including breakage and deletion) at either the DNA molecule or subunit level.
vironments (MERICLE and MERICLE 1965a , 1965b , 1967a , 1971a , SPARROW et al. 1971 ). Once a D-deficient "red" cell is created, all mitotic derivatives of that cell are likewise red in color; no proven instance of reverse mutation from D-to D+ is known (MERICLE and MERICLE 196713, 1971b) . Therefore, the product of a single mutational event may be expressed at anthesis as an individual, isolated red cell, or as a multicellular sector composed of two to hundreds or thousands of contiguous red cells, depending upon how early in development the D-deficient cell originates. Stamen sectors are designated (MERICLE and MERICLE 1969) as "single sectors", if comprised of only one red cell or a portion of one hair; as "entire-hair sectors", if all cells of a hair are included in the sector; and as "multiple-entire-hair sectors" if two or more entirely mutant hairs are connected by a vertical file of mutant cells in the filament. In addition, some stamen hairs exhibit more than one red sector, separated by normal-appearing blue cells (MERICLE and MERICLE 1967b, 1971b) . It is the origin of these "multiple sectors" with which we are here concerned. Do they arise as a consequence of chance, coincident occurrence of two or more independent events in the same hair, or is their origin, as a group, traceable instead to some common, single initiating event? And if the latter, by what cytogenetic mechanisms are they induced and how is their spatial dispersal within a linear, single file structure accomplished?
Origin of multiple sectors as multiple us. single mutational events: In Clone 02
each of the six stamens per flower possesses 30-70 (avg-50) hairs of 10-30 (avg-20) cells in length. The occurrence of two or more sectors of spontaneous origin within the same stamen is not common, averaging only about once for every 100 stamens examined. Therefore, on the basis of chance alone, one would expect, by overwhelming odds, that any two or more spontaneous sectors arising as independent mutational events would occupy different hairs within a stamen.
That this is not what happens was suggested by our earlier data (MERICLE and MERICLE 1967b) , and has now been greatly reinforced by additional and new data. The data from spontaneously mutated hairs are essentially duplicated in stamens receiving very low levels of chronic radiation (<lo0 mR/da from 6oCo or terrestrial thorium and uranium emanations) (Table 1) . Here, the frequency of stamens with two or more sectors is also low (0.5%) and the d:s ratio, 0.9: 1.
When the incidence of mutation is increased (e.g., by 2-3 R/da chronic 6oCo Y-radiation, chronic diurnal temperature regimes of 80/40 F, or the presence of genetic modulators for high mutability), the frequency of stamens with two or more sectors rises ( Table 1) . This should increase the liklihood of two or more sectors occurring within the same hair. Instead, the reverse happens! So long as the frequency of stamens with two or more sectors remains relatively low ( I 5 % ) the d:s ratio is not more than 2:Z. But as the frequency approaches unity, reaching >97%, the d:s ratio increases markedly until, at 47.2:1, the d:s ratio approximates a random distribution of sector pairs among all hairs of a stamen ( Table 1) . The above data demonstrate that, especially at low mutation frequencies, the occurrence of multiple sectors within a stamen hair is not a chance, multiple association phenomenon, but should be looked upon, instead, as the product of a single mutational event. Further substantiation in this regard is shown in the data presented below from acute radiation experiments.
Time of origin of multiple-sectored hairs:
Following an acute exposure of developing floral buds of Clone 02 to X-or Y-radiation, a latent period of several days ensues during which there is no change in mutation frequency from background levels. Then mutation frequency begins to rise sharply, reaches a maximum within a few days, and thereafter gradually returns to pre-response levels over a period of several weeks. During the time of maximum mutation production, almost all mutant sectors encompass less than entire hairs. As the mutation frequency declines, entire-hair sectors are present in their greatest proportional incidence, and finally, as the mutation response curve once again approaches preresponse levels, multiple-entire-hair sectors make their appearance (MERICLE and MERICLE 1969). If multiple-sectored hairs are the result of chance associations of independent events, then their highest proportional frequency should coincide with the peak of overall mutation production in the stamen response curve. That this does not occur was observed previously (MERICLE and MERICLE 1969) , and is now substantiated by the pair-by-pair analysis of sectors produced during different times in the mutation response curve. In Table 2 , which contains the pooled data from a number of acute radiation experiments, pair-by-pair analysis of stamen sectors yields a far higher d:s ratio in that period of mutation response prior to the appearance of entire-hair sectors than during or after that time. Just as in the cumulative mutation data in Table 1 , the more frequent the occurrence of stamens with two or more sectors, the more nearly the d:s ratio expresses random distribution of the sectors amongst all hairs of a stamen. However, once the entirehair sectors have begun to make their appearance, the d:s ratio dramatically subsides to levels equal to or approaching that of spontaneous mutation.
The data in Table 2 confirm our previous obssrvation (MERICLE and MERICLE 1969) that most multiple-sectored hairs having as many as three to six sectors appear late in the mutation response curve. This is reflected in the large drop in the d:s ratio which occurs once entire-hair sectors commence being produced. The mutational event responsible for triggering the formation of such highly multiple-sectored hairs must take place, therefore, at a time in stamen ontogeny when the hair consists of only one o r a very few cells (or coincident with its origin from the filament).
Formation and dispersal of multiple sectors: 'cClassica17' concepts o f mitotic chromosome behavior, when viewed within the framework of TAYLOR'S (1 959) model for chromosome structure, can readily account for the initial formation of a D-deficient red cell following breakage and deletion of the D-locus at the chromosome o r chromatid level, or inactivation or mutation of the D gene. Mitotic recombination between the D+ and D-homologs would afford another mechan-ism for origin of a D-deficient cell, although there is still no positive proof for somatic crossing-over in higher plants ( MERICLE and MERICLE 1967b, 1971 b) .
Either chromosome or isochromatid breakage could, conceivably, give rise, de novo, to two D-deficient cells. However, these cells would lie adjacent to one another in the developing hair and so form a contiguous cell sector, indistinguishable from that of one D-deficient cell which undergoes an additional mitosis. Thus, while any of the above mechanisms could be responsible for the development af stamens with single, entire-hair, or multiple-entire-hair sectors, none of the schemes will explain the origin of multiple-sectored hairs because none yields more than one sector per mutational event.
The chief requisite for multiple-sectored hair formation devolves, therefore, to some sort of mechanism which will permit a chromosome to acquire, at the same time and in one event, not only the immediate capacity for segregating mutant and non-mutant cells, but also the retention of this capability over a number of cell divisions. MCCLINTOCK'S (1 951 ) "breakage-fusion-bridge" cycle would seem to offer a tempting scheme in this regard because of its provision for repeated production of either genetically deficient or non-deficient cells following a single initiating event. In single-sectored stamen hairs of Clone 02 Tradescantia, Dlocus mutation can, but usually does not, involve chromosome breakage and fragment loss (as micronuclei) when the mutations are of spontaneous or low-level radiation origin (MERICLE and MERICLE 1967b, 1971b) . In multiple-sectored hairs of the same origin, Feulgen-positive micronuclei are present approximately twice as often; so here, chromosome aberration must serve more frequently as the invoking mechanism. This is compatible with "b-f-b" cycles' reliance on chromosome breakage as the initiating event. In Tradescantia, however, unlike in some plants, broken chromosome ends apparently do not fuse after replication, but remain separate (SAX and MATHER 1939) ; such a condition would preclude operation of a "b-f-b" cycle, and thus, forces consideration of still other schemes.
We personally favor a mononemic structure as the basic model for chromosomes of many cells and tissues in higher organisms. But if we try to accommodate the requirement for creation and perpetuation of a "heterozygous" chromosome in most mononemic models, it is necessary to assume (contrary to the usual precepts of such models) not only that the initial mutational event (including breakage and deletion) be limited to a subunit of the DNA molecule, but also that exchange or segregation occur, often or repeatedly, among the subunits. An exception to the latter is provided by the JEHLE (1965) mononemic model in which the information for DNA replication is derived from only one of the parental strands. On the supposition that the choice of strand to be copied can vary from one replication to another, STAHL (1969) has suggested this scheme as a possible explanation for the origin of mottled plaques following mutagenic treatment of phages. Most pertinent to the present problem of multiple sectors in Tradescantia stamen hairs is the provision in the JEHLE model for segregation of either mutant or non-mutant DNA molecules (depending upon which parental strand serves as the template), concomitant with the preservation, in either case, of a "heteroduplex" DNA molecule capable of segregating mutant molecules at subsequent replications. However, this model's applicability only to situations wherein the mutational event involves not more than one strand of the DNA double-helix, is difficult to reconcile with the frequent association between micronuclei and multiple-sectoring in Clone 02, which we believe implies a higher level of involvement.
An alternative consideration-the possibility of polynemic chromosome structure in Tradescantia stamen hairs-offers what appears to us, at the present time, to be the most reasonable explanation for the development of multiple-sectored hairs. Chromosome multipartiteness has been invoked before to explain delayed segregation of chromosome aberrations and mutations following chemical mutagen treatment of plants (WILSON 1966) and animals (AUERBACH 195 1 ) , and also to account for chimeric behavior of barley zygotes (MERICLE and MERICLE 1970) and induced mosaicism in Drosophila (AUERBACH 1951) . In the latter case, AUERBACH suggests that a mutational event encompassing, for example, four units of an eight-unit chromosome could provide an opportunity for harboring "pre-mutated states" for later sorting out as fully-mutant chromosomes. The best evidence for the existence of a polynemic state in Tradescantia chromosomes is SPARVOLI, GAY and KAUFFMAN'S ( 1965) tetrsspireme reconstructions of anaphase chromosomes from election micrographs of dividing stamen hair cells. Even with the assumption of only a dineme structure-with the GI chromosomes comprised of two DNA double-helices, as in PEACOCK'S (1963) model-a scheme can be readily derived to account for both the production and dispersal of multiple sectors following mutation or breakage at the DNA molecule level.
Letting D+D+ represent the genetic information contained in two DNA molecules comprising one homolog in Clone 08, and D-D-, the other homolog, stamen hair cells in GI would have a "DNA-genotype" relationship of D+D+/D-D-. By deletion or mutation of both strands in one DNA molecule, the D+D+ chromosome would be converted to D+D-, and contain at G,; after semi-conservative replication, two D+ and two D-DNA molecules; whereas, the D D -homolog, after synthesis, would contain four D-DNA molecules. (Should mutation o r deletion in only one strand of one DNA molecule be possible, attainment of a G, chromosome containing two D+ and two D-DNA molecules would simply be postponed through one full mitotic cycle). PEACOCK'S model seems to assume in G, either a random two-by-two sorting of the four DNA molecules into the two chromatids of a metaphase chromosome, or that all combinations are possible even though some associations might occur preferentially. On the basis of random association, the probability would be 1/3 for the two mutant DNA molecules ending up in the same chromatid. This would give rise to two daughter cells, one of which would become red in color because of DNA genotype D-D-/D-D-, and the other, blue, with DNA genotype D+D+/ D-D-. On the other hand, the probability would be 2/3 for both daughter cells being blue, but each carrying one of the mutant DNA molecules in a "heterozygous" D f D -chromosome which, along with its homolog D-D-, would then possess the potential for segregating red and blue cells at some later mitosis. Any degree of preferential association of "sister" DNA strands (one contained in the same DNA molecule prior to synthesis) into the same chromatid, would increase the probability for red-blue cell segregation above 1 / 3 . Should such within-chromatid reassociations be the rule, perpetuation of a D + D chromosome could only be accomplished by invoking new mutational events o r interchromatid exchanges; while if the converse be true, red-blue cell segregation, instead, would require additional mutation or exchange. PEACOCK'S (1963) data from Vicia faba shows a high frequency (>50%) of interchromatid exchange in mitotic chromosomes. If a similar situation obtains in Clone 02 Tradescantia, the net result would be some attenuation of whatever degree of preferential assortment might be present, without any need for resorting to additional mutation events.
AS outlined above, postulation of a minimal polyneme structure (two doublehelix DNA molecules) for GI chromosomes in Clone 02 stamen hairs will provide for the immediate production of a D-deficient cell (and its D-containing counterpart), as well as delayed segregation of such cells later in hair ontogeny, yet allows the mutation mechanism (including breakage and deletion) to operate at either the DNA molecule or subunit level. The only other requisite for multiplesectored hair formation would be a sufficiently high mitotic capability by all cells during early hair ontogeny to allow for repeated segregations. This proviso is probably met by our observation that in young stamen hairs comprised of as many as six cells, all cells may be in some stage of mitosis at the same time.
The above scheme for the production of multiple sectors in stamen hairs can serve equally well to explain the following occurrence in petals: midline files of 20 or more alternating mutant and non-mutant sectors, concomitant with midline files of contiguous red cells extending the entire length of the petal; and welldemarcated "mosaic" regions containing 30 or more small red sectors, concomitant with large, contiguous red cell sectors.
Here we have presented only two possible schemes whereby a single mutational event can yield dispersed, multiple mutant products; others' ideas are welcome! We feel it is very important to recognize that mutant cell mosaicism need not mean the presence of a highly unstable, repeatedly mutable, gene state. In any heterozygous or hemizygous system the same net result might obtain if the system possesses the cytogenetic characteristics of the floral tissues of Tradescantia. Such spatial dispersion of multiple mutant products as occurs in stamen hairs and petals of Clone 02 could well play an important role in the distribution of mutations throughout a plant population which reproduces apomictically, and should be considered in any somatic mutation theory for etiology of cancer.
